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Abstract: The 1960s dawned in Japan with a crisis in liberal political ideals
concerning the spoken word. The events of Anpo 60 had shown that force and
private interest, rather than open and rational debate, governed postwar parliamentary democracy. Disillusionment with the expressive, communicative and
political capacities of speech became a centerpiece of the Japanese counterculture
through the 1960s and into the early 1970s. At its most cynical and anti-political,
this disenchantment went under the name nansensu (nonsense), a term popular
within the Japanese student movement circa 1970. Manga, as a medium in which
the representation of speaking activity is central, could not but be affected by the
contemporary crisis of the spoken word. This essay considers how the manga of
Sasaki Maki (b. 1946) from this period both thematized this crisis and was beset
by the problems embodied in the term nansensu.
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In the spring of 1969, the manga author Sasaki Maki (b. 1946) was invited to
publish work in the gravure pages of the Asahi Journal, a popular weekly of leftwing orientation. The commission lasted for forty-one issues between June 1969
and March 1970, resulting in a series of three-page works – most manga, some
photocollage, some of mixed media – that provided coded comments on recent
political history through the experimental use of the representational conventions
of manga. An art of the sequential panel frame, manga is also a medium in which
the speech balloon and the graphic representation of speaking bodies are central.
It is thus not altogether surprising that a number of manga artists, particularly
those who did not take representational convention for granted, came to thematize
in their work of the latter 1960s and early 1970s a widespread crisis of the spoken
word (Holmberg 2006; Holmberg 2007). The work of Sasaki Maki was at the
center of this inquiry.
One work from his Asahi Journal series sets out the core issues in an interesting if elaborate manner. It is titled ‘The dog goes’ (Inu ga yuku), published
in January 1970 (Sasaki 1970: 29) (Figs 1–3). In the last panel of this short,
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Figure 1 Sasaki Maki, ‘The dog goes’ (Inu ga yuku), Asahi jānaru (Asahi journal) 12(3) (18
January 1970): 27.
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Figure 2 Sasaki Maki, ‘The dog goes’ (Inu ga yuku), Asahi jānaru (Asahi journal) 12(3) (18
January 1970): 28.
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Figure 3 Sasaki Maki, ‘The dog goes’ (Inu ga yuku), Asahi jānaru (Asahi Journal) 12(3) (18
January 1970): 29.
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three-page work, a dog dies, expiring a speech balloon. No graphic content is
placed inside. An arrow designates this blank speech balloon as ‘nansensu’, the
Japanese transliteration of the English ‘nonsense’, but a word with a different semantic compass than that from which it was derived. The proposition is thus: this,
the indicated thing, is or has the qualities of nansensu. The blank speech balloon is
nansensu.
The manga is split into two sections, each of five panels. The two sections
are identical in pictorial content and internal composition. Each follows a dog
passing through five landscapes of largely arbitrary content: a lit perimeter partitioned by barbed wire, possibly a nightscape cohabitated by a bicycle and a large
can of Bodhisattva consommé, an urbanscape suffering material degeneration, a
countryscape of rushing orthogonals which subject the dog to quasi-anamorphic
distortion and finally a divided road upon which the dog lies dying. The second
section, subtitled ‘Interpretative version’ (Kaisetsu-hen), differs in its provision of
proper names to the graphic forms it shares with the first. The named forms are
various in semiotic kind. The dog in reflection is ‘the myth of cyclical time’. A
typographical character for dog is, in syllabic script, ‘dog’. A panel frame is ‘the
pathos of life heading toward silence’.
Sasaki Maki was known for producing manga of obscure, if not arbitrary, narrative and metaphorical intention, inspiring a small but healthy body of amateur
interpretative literature. Much of this writing appeared in the readers’ column of
Garo, a monthly manga journal known in the period for its dual commitment to
political and artistic progressivism and the magazine in which Sasaki most often
published. ‘The dog goes’ thematizes this culture of amateur reading, particularly
its concern for symbolic meaning. Here, Sasaki enacts interpretation on his own
work, not for the purpose of achieving clarity in the various registers of meaning,
but rather to parody the act of interpretation. Accordingly, the glosses he provides to these graphic forms fall, in large part, into two general categories. They
are either literal, even tautological, as is the case in the bottom right of the final
panel of Figure 3, with the indication that the panel frame is a panel frame. Or
they are abstract to the point of absurd, as in the top panel of Figure 3, where a
crumbling building is labeled ‘erosion outline 32’, a falling chunk of it ‘question’,
the panel frame ‘non-substantive directness’ and two umbrellas, one ‘loneliness’,
the other ‘madness’. At either pole, literal or arbitrary, this is exegesis from the
perspective of the philistine, one who envisions interpretation as either unnecessary, the significance of the work being manifest and common sense, or a load
of bull, involving the arbitrary application of inflated profundities. In a sense, I
the interpreter am figured here, and not in a flattering manner. Sasaki sees me
coming and has decided, before I speak, that my speech is nonsense. He meets a
discourse that is not his own with comic dismissal. But, in so doing, Sasaki also
dismisses himself. For to state a priori that interpretation is nonsense implies,
not so much that the work exceeds all interpretation, but that it is without any
interpretable signs. In other words, Sasaki holds that interpretation does not fit
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the work, because the work is not fit for interpretation. The interpreter is made
to speak nonsense as a sign that he or she speaks of nonsense.
The blank speech balloon at the end of the manga assumes the role of cipher.
It figures the manga itself in its regard for discourse. It is not uncommon for
Sasaki to use the final panel frames of his manga for a reflexive judgment on the
work that it concludes. Often, this judgment is self-deprecatory, as is the case
here with his suggestion that authorial presence, in the form of the signature,
shares qualities with dog excrement. The alphabetic variables appended to the
dog’s upturned limbs also have, as a set, the quality of a meta-representation.
They are placeholders, to be filled with labels as one sees fits, a diagrammed
‘et cetera’ in the interpretative chain. As for the proposition of the blank speech
balloon – that it is nansensu – it suggests the same prejudice that the manga as a
whole harbors. The presumption shared by both is this: that the frame of speech,
the possibility of utterance, is itself, regardless of linguistic content, nansensu.
This was a common prejudice in circa 1970 Japan. The result: a wide circuit of
cynicism that encompasses both enunciator and one who receives an utterance,
or, in the local case of art, both the author and the reader. The speech of the other
is nansensu. The speech of the author is nansensu. Reading and writing, making
and interpreting, are all nansensu.
If the blank speech balloon is nonsense, what sort of speech balloon is common
sense? Conventionally, the speech balloon is a representation of a vocal utterance
with semantically well-defined units of meaning. To achieve this representation,
the speech balloon contains signs for the signification of speech. In a number of
panels, Sasaki diagrams the common sense of the speech balloon. It is notable
that, in a manga abounding in mad glosses, the speech balloon is treated, in all
cases, with flat consistency. In all but the last panel, the dog names himself. His
balloon contains the kanji (Sino-Japanese logograph) for dog. In all such cases in
the second section, the kanji receives a gloss in kana (syllabic characters) that spell
‘dog’. The graphics of writing are, for each speech balloon, substantially different,
ranging from hand-drawn simulation of standard typography to inscription upon
a checkered cube. Despite this graphic emphasis, each kanji receives the same
phonetic glossing – as if to suggest that what is most essential to the speech
balloon is phonetic articulation. In the top panel of Figure 3, this is trebled, with
two separate hiragana glosses, one of which is further glossed with katakana, in
case the phonetic emphasis was missed on the first pass. In this manner, the
graphics of writing are repeatedly subsumed within the phonemics of speech.
Where the graphics of writing are most excessive – the checkered cube in the
middle panel of Figure 3 – and thus the phonetic gloss most reductive, a telling
designation is given to its frame, the speech balloon. It is named ‘fukidashi’,
Japanese for speech balloon, which means literally ‘thing blown out’. A definition
has been diagrammed. It is thus: this, the speech balloon with linguistic signs
understood first of all as representations of vocal articulation, is what can be
called a speech balloon. As stated above, this common sense is reiterated to a
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greater or lesser degree in all but the final panel of the manga. Reiteration of
this common sense makes all the more emphatic what nonsense is not. Phonetic
glossing upon phonetic glossing foregrounds the absence of phone and sign within
the final blank. A speech without sign. Expiration without articulation. To speak
and say nothing. This is nansensu.
The meaning and usage of the term nansensu circa 1970 Japan was wide and
varied. It was a standard piece of student lingo, the name for a genre of comic
manga, the name for a genre of advertising, the name for a genre of literature
and an important theoretical term for art criticism. Nansensu had particular connotations in each case. It could mean the absurd and the non-sequitur, as it
did in advertising and in a genre of manga known as ‘nonsense gag’ (nansensu
gyagu). It named forms of modernist literature, particularly the glossolalia and
juxtapositions of Dada and Surrealism, and of course Victorian nonsense verse
(Tanemura 1969). Meanwhile, art criticism recast the word as a positive critical
concept – a critique of the everyday, a tool of critical distanciation and intellectual
emancipation (Ishiko 1968, 1969; Nakahara 1962, 1972).
However, the most popular and colloquial use of the term nansensu, and the
one that most applies to Sasaki Maki manga, was as a way to name great political
cynicism. It was heard, most of all, on the Japanese university campus, particularly within the contexts of public political debate and collective bargaining during
the student protest movement of the late 1960s and early 1970s. Nansensu was
uttered in the form of an interjection, issued from a student audience and directed
at an interlocutor. It served to name and denounce what was perceived by an audience to be misrepresentation or disingenuousness in the speech of the speaker.
In the context of the late-1960s campus struggle, nansensu was declared to denounce, most of all, circumlocution and dissimulation in the speech of campus
administration when explaining why student demands could not be met.
Nansensu, in this context, did not primarily name the lack of sense or meaning
in a given utterance. The term could connote lies, but, in the main, nansensu
did not have to do with truth or lack of truth in a given statement. Nansensu,
instead, named foremost the type of relationship the speaker accused of nansensu
was thought to have to his or her speech. It named a perceived indifference an
interlocutor had to the truth-value of his or her own speech. Nansensu was a
matter of fakery over falsity, of faking debate and deliberation. As such, the most
apt English translation of nansensu, at least in its colloquial and campus usage,
is not then ‘nonsense’ but rather ‘bullshit’, in the sense of faked discourse, of
statements emptied of informative content (Frankfurt 2005). When ‘bull’ is said,
it is often declared. Nansensu shared this declarative and interjective norm of use.
In January 1969, the height of the student protest movement, a small parody of
the use of nansensu on the university campus was published in Garo (Katsumata
1968: 138) (Fig. 4).1 The parody is a four-panel strip by Katsumata Susumu
(1943–2007), an author best known for his work in this traditional quadripartite format but soon also to unveil substantial talents in the crafting of longer
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Figure 4 Katsumata Susumu, ‘Katsumata susumu sakuhinshū no. 32’ (Work of Katsumata
Susumu, no. 32), Garo 55 (January 1969): 138.
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narratives. The protagonist of the strip is a yajiuma, the heckling bystander, in
this case, the voice of the peanut gallery. He is young and clean-cut and picked
out in black, the color of his jacket, a traditional school coat that distinguishes
him from those surrounding him in sweaters and jeans. He declares nansensu
in two different contexts, the first in an auditorium. Given the connoted vehemence of the speech on stage, it is unlikely a class lecture and more likely
a call to order by campus administration. This the student loudly decries as
nansensu, an act that gains him the adoration of his peers, which in turn causes
him (a sucker for attention) to blush. The flattery inspires him to repeat this
performance in another context, outside on the campus grounds at a teach-in
and denunciation session hosted by what one takes to be, due to the helmets, a
faction of the Zenkyōtō (All-Campus Joint Struggle Committee). Here his ejaculation is not met with acceptance, as the activist in the rear knocks the heckler
over the head in disapproval with what was known at the time as a gebabō, a
‘gewalt (violence) stick’, a timber board, and the preferred weapon of student
militants in ground maneuvers against the police or opposing factions of their
peers.
Katsumata’s comment is double. In either case, the utterance of nansensu is
itself depicted as a form of nansensu. On the one hand, the declarative nansensu
is reduced to a form of show, a caterwaul for attention, rather than an utterance of meaningful content. It is an accouterment of late-1960s student style, a
statement of belonging and nothing more. It is part of talking the talk of radical
chic. As verbal fashion, it describes qualities of its enunciator over qualities of
its addressee. He who declares nansensu is himself full of it. At the same time,
the manga also suggests the opposite: the declaration of nansensu does, in fact,
have descriptive value. Through this double articulation, Katsumata illustrates an
irony: the student movement is quick to decry the disingenuousness of the other
but is incapable of perceiving vacuities in its own speech or at least unwilling to
accept its public denunciation, particularly when it comes from a bystander and
outsider. In others words, Katsumata suggests that the student movement itself
was, to a degree, ‘full of it’, and furthermore refused to see so. This amounts neither to a matter of simple perspective: one person’s discourse is another’s ‘bull’;
nor to something like the following: one and the same set of words in the mouth
of one person is discourse, in the mouth of another is a word heap. The words
themselves, in fact, matter not at all. Instead, the identity of the speaker, and not
the content of the utterance, defines the nature of the utterance with regards to
its sincerity and meaningfulness. One speaker is a producer of ‘bull’, always. One
speaker is a producer of genuine discourse, always.
University students were not incapable of seeing the problem for themselves.
In the late 1960s, the school newspaper of Kyoto University ran a column titled
‘The phenomenology of words’ (Kotoba no genshōgaku) in which various current
colloquialisms were examined with regard to possible etymology, semantics and
social significance. Among the terms and phrases explored was nansensu. The
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author of the article – from the 22 July 1968 issue of the paper – is listed only as
‘Anti’ (Han). The piece is short and reads as follows:
Japanese is such an arbitrary language. Or is the problem those that use it . . . .
For four months, the only word that has stuck in my head is ‘nansensu’. This
chap [koyatsu], having crossed the ocean from England and America and
changed into Japanese, is sadly being made into a tool of self-justification [jiko
seitōka].
Activist groups have adopted this chap as a negation of their own thought . . . .
What is truly sad is the number of words – so large – that have been thrown
out [kirisuteru] on the account of this chap. I had gotten together with a high
school friend of mine to reminisce about the good old days, and I thought that
he had left out something important in what he was saying. He responded: ‘I
see that you too have started speaking Zengakuren [All-Japan Federation of
Self-Governing Student Bodies]’.
(Han 1968: 2)
That is, he was speaking the language of the organized student movement. The
implication, of course, is that, in disagreeing with his interlocutor, the author had
said nansensu. He laments its effects. All utterances entail word choice. To choose
one word is to not choose another. But in the case of nansensu, to choose it is to
‘kirisuteru’ others – ‘to cut and discard’, to sever or delete. As such, nansensu is a
kind of anti-word, a word against words. To utter it is not just to choose against
other words but to obliterate them. As such, its utterance is an act of logoclasm,
the willed destruction of language. This changes one’s understanding of the final
proposition of ‘The dog goes’. The blank speech balloon is not just a figure of
absence. Named nansensu, its void is recast as a figure of violence against the
linguistic sign.
Logoclasm can only have serious political consequences. Politics, after all, is
founded on the capacity and will to contest through the word (Mouffe 2000;
Ranciere 1999). Without the word, no claim can be made or refuted. Nansensu,
however, negates the word. In particular, it negates the word of the other. In this
case, the other is specifically a political other, one who attempts to organize the
social in a manner distinct from and disagreeable to one’s own desires. Thus,
nansensu negates the word of the political other. In doing so, it seeks to terminate
the contest that founds the political. This means that nansensu is fundamentally
anti-political, but in a particularly self-defeating fashion. The anti-political is conventionally thought the domain of the status quo, which attempts to marginalize
dissent to the point where its political power is functionally nil, or to absorb and
neutralize difference with normative appeals to universality and persistent demands for consensus. Nansensu represents the anti-political from the other side,
from those that oppose the status quo. This creates a paradoxical figure, for it
is the contention of the dissenting that creates the political. With nansensu, the
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political turns against itself. In refusing language, it eliminates the grounds for its
own contention.
Logoclasm is thus a peculiar sort of antagonism. It declares the absence of any
common ground upon which disagreement might be negotiated. An anti-word,
nansensu denies even the common ground of language. It says to the other, I
cannot communicate with you because your words form no language. Because
your words form no language, you have no right to be in the agon, where claims
are made through the exchange of articulate words. The political is thus dissolved
through dismissal of one’s adversaries. In turn, with no one to contest, one’s own
position can appear absolute.
It is this process that the author of the Kyoto University piece named ‘selfjustification’, which is, in essence, only a fantasy. Not only does the other have
language and continue to contend. But the other whose language nansensu denies
is also the holder of power and the gatekeeper to social change. Short of revolution,
partisans in dissent have no choice but to remain in conversation with existing
authority. Otherwise, the forums in which political claims might be recognized
and instituted will be lost. Nansensu is thus a self-defeating act, and a recipe for
increased marginalization. Note that in ‘The dog goes’ the living vocalize and
signify, while the speaking animal that utters nansensu is a dog that dies.
The logoclasm of nansensu was the product of a political crisis that emerged
in full with the beginning of the 1960s. The political culture of that decade in
Japan is indissociable from a crisis in the ideals and institutions of liberal democracy. Centrally implicated was the status of the spoken word. The fundamental
importance of verbal deliberation within liberal democracy is a commonplace of
political theory (Habermas 1989; Mouffe 2000; Schmitt 1985). In that context,
secrecy of opinion and in decision-making is understood as the path to despotism. In that darkness, truth and the common good will languish. The remedy,
it is held, is to be found in the openness of the public, and the reasoned debate
of opinion in its light. From the free competition of opinion, truth will emerge,
justice will be established and the common good decided. Various assemblies
of private individuals aimed to accord with these ideals. Parliament represents
their institutionalization at the level of state. It is, as Carl Schmitt put it, ‘the
place where one deliberates, that is, where a relative truth is achieved through
discourse, in the discussion of argument and counterargument’ (1985: 46).
Political institutions in postwar Japan were founded on similar ideals. The postwar constitution guarantees basic liberties of speech, association and assembly, as
well as equal access to education and government – all necessary preconditions
for a viable democratic public sphere. The bylaws of various civic and political
organizations stipulate open and equal deliberation as the sole legitimate means
for decision-making. The Diet, Japan’s parliament, is constitutionally legislated
as the highest organ of state and its exclusive law-making body. Its members can
consist only of elected individuals, who together, as Article 43 states, are ‘representative of all the people’. By extension, the open and rational deliberations
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of the elected few in parliament are understood to be a legitimate representation
and condensation of the multitudinous contentions of interest and common good
among the many. But, as is often pointed out, the liberal ideals of deliberation
that found parliamentary democracy are in marked contrast to realities of power
often exercised speciously in their name. In all cases, parliament has become, despite its stated principles, the means to legislate private and partial interests. For
those who stand against those interests, norms of deliberation operate, more often
than not, as means to disarm and marginalize their opposition. From the outside,
the concession of dissenting parliamentarians to endless discussion renders them
portraits of ineffectuality and inaction.
The 1960s dawned in Japan with instruction in just these matters. The violence
that erupted during the renewal and revision of the US-Japan Mutual Security
(Anpo) in 1960 was foundational in this regard. First signed in 1951 on the day after the San Francisco Peace Treaty, Anpo formally ended hostilities between Japan
and the United States and allowed for the legal maintenance of American military
bases throughout the Japanese archipelago after the end of the American Occupation. In exchange, the United States was to provide protection to Japan in the
event of outside military threat or attack. Anpo was dated to expire in 1960. Large
popular protests against both revision and renewal began to amass in the summer
of 1959, filling the streets around the Japanese Diet and attempting to block the
arrival of American envoys into Japan for the signing of the treaty. Combat between protestors and the combined force of the police and right-wing thugs broke
out on numerous occasions. The formal ratification of the treaty on the Diet floor
in June of 1960 provoked even more protest and violence. What is important for
the present discussion is the irruption of force within the Diet, that Japanese monument to government by reasoned discussion. From the outside, demonstrators
intent on delivering a direct verbal appeal on the Diet floor attempted to penetrate
the gates of parliament. The inner doors were never breached, but nonetheless
violence had erupted independently on the inside. Dissenting parliamentary representatives – in particular, the Socialists – had subjected supporters of the treaty
to intense interrogation over a number of weeks regarding its terms and overall desirability, but to no avail, as the deadline for ratification arrived without a
change in the language of the treaty or the ruling parties’ determination to pass it.
Fisticuffs broke out on the floor of parliament. Police forcibly removed dissenting
parliamentarians staging a sit-in. And before midnight on 19 June, Anpo was
ratified with almost half of the Japanese parliament absent or blocked from vote.
The lessons of Anpo 60 were stark. No observer of the events could state that the
Japanese parliament was governed by deliberation through the reasoned spoken
word. The rule of force had shown itself within the institutional heart of postwar
government, and many thought parliamentary democracy in crisis, if not in ruin.
Liberal ideals of discussion likewise suffered in the wake of these events. At best,
open and rational debate was a desirable but impossible notion. At worst, it was
a fiction used to mask the realities of power. New emphases on direct action and
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participatory democracy developed within this disillusionment with the political
capacities of the spoken word.2
These beliefs were reinforced by conflicts later in the decade, with the cresting
of the radical student movement in 1968 and 1969. Protest actions against the
Vietnam War, imperialism and capitalism – which on every occasion called forth
the riot police – all taught lessons on state force. Instruction in the decadence of
liberal institutions, on the other hand, was better had through the experiences of
the so-called ‘campus struggle’ (gakuen tōsō), the fight against injustices more or
less specific to the university campus.
Two of the most inflammatory incidents – inciting protests, strikes, sit-ins and
barricades – involved the expulsion of medical students for demonstration against
low wages and poor working conditions (Tokyo University) and the suspected
embezzlement of public education funds (Nihon University). Lack of accountability among faculty and administration was the source of a more general and
widespread frustration, all of which was aggravated by the unwillingness of campus administration to engage in effectual dialogue with students in the name of
just resolution of these issues (Nakashima 1968; Shima 2005).
A central term in this crisis was hanashiau, ‘to discuss’. As of spring 1968,
bullhorns, political placards, mass demonstrations, strikes and barricades had
become the norm of campus life. Administrations attempted to end these actions with appeals to hanashiau, ‘to talk things through’. For students, this call to
hanashiau represented a deliberative process set solely on the terms of the administration, within which there was felt to be no real room for instituting student
demands. ‘To discuss’ was, by the fall of 1968, a verb of appeasement, and represented the normative designs of authority within speech. This was especially
so for the Zenkyōtō and its factions. Student groups aligned with the Japanese
Communist Party and those of a less politicized orientation were more inclined to
advocate the continuation of collective bargaining as it had so far been conducted.
The main context is the taishū dankō (mass bargaining) that became the studentchosen means to voice and deliberate grievances. One sees derogatory reference
to hanashiau (almost always set off in quotes) in a fair number of the pamphlets,
leaflets and other agitational pronouncements made by student radicals from the
summer through the winter of 1968 (Tōdai zenkyōtō kaigi 1969). Contemporary accounts and analyses of the events that led to demonstration, barricading
and conflict with the riot police place the breakdown of communication between
student body and university administration front and center (Takahashi 1971).3
While the disenchantment with institutional forms of political discussion became
a fixture of the postwar Left with the 1960 Anpo crisis, as of 1968 the late-1960s
student movement also had its own reasons to disdain equations of deliberation
with democracy.
Sasaki Maki was ambivalent about this state of affairs. Born in 1946 and thus
22 in 1968, Sasaki Maki was peer to the participants of the late-1960s student
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movement. But he was not their colleague, having dropped out of art school in
1966 in order to pursue a career in manga. Nor did sympathy or solidarity compel
him to participate in street protest. His manga likewise suggest having been made
from the sidelines. They thematize various issues within the contemporary crisis
of the spoken word, but their regard for those denied discourse is conflicted.
And, while perusal of his work might suggest tragedies of oppression, closer
consideration reveals that, despite their obvious condemnations of the spectacle
and authority, what Sasaki staged most of all in his manga were comedies of
resistance. He made of the crisis of the spoken word an occasion for farce.
In late 1968, Sasaki filled an entire work – but for one page – with blank speech
balloons. Untitled, it is twenty pages long and was published in the December
1968 issue of Garo (Sasaki 1968) (Figs 5–7), that is, in the same magazine,
one month prior, as Katsumata’s four-panel parody of student declarations of
nansensu. Sasaki’s untitled work clearly relates to the problematics of nansensu,
even if the term itself appears nowhere in its pages. The manga is composed of images traced from photographs found in mass print media (Fig. 5). A few show war
and disaster. Dominant, however, are celebrities and advertising models, some
foreign, some domestic and most of which I think would have been recognizable
at the time of the manga’s publication. At the level of the image, the manga thus
presents the banality of the spectacle. Figures laugh. Figures leap. Figures do silly
things. To most of these figures is appended a blank speech balloon. The work is
filled with utterances without linguistic sign. In other words, it is filled with figures
of nansensu. This is doubled at the level of the panel frame. Panel frames in the
manga accord to conventions of composition and sequencing. Randomness and
difference in their content, however, work against any suggestion of consistent
narrative. Nansensu is given narrative form.
There is an exception. It occurs in the second to last of the work’s twenty pages
(Fig. 6). For the brief span of three panels and four balloons there is a narrative
representation of speaking activity (Sasaki 1968: 189). It reads as follows:
Taiwa shimashō (Let’s talk)
Hanashiai mashō!! (Let’s discuss!!)
Taiwa shimashō . . . (Let’s talk . . . )
Mashō . . . (Let’s . . . )
Used here, of course, is that verb of disillusionment, hanashiau. It is no coincidence that in the next panel, following these utterances, there appears a suit,
standing before a student body, saying nothing.
The passage is reflexive. To talk and to discuss are inscribed within a speech
balloon. The speech balloon, in addition to being a design element and a vehicle
for narrative, is a frame for the representation of speech. Within this frame for the
representation of speech is inserted the word ‘discussion’. In other words, within
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Figure 5 Sasaki Maki, untitled, Garo 54 (December 1968): 188.
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Figure 6 Sasaki Maki, untitled, Garo 54 (December 1968): 189.
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Figure 7 Sasaki Maki, untitled, Garo 54 (December 1968): 190.
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the frame for the representation of speech is inserted a verb for speech. This is
a figure of speech speaking of speech. This is speech naming itself, but doing so
in particular modes of inter-subjective communication. Two forms of the verb to
discuss are given: taiwa and hanashiau. The first connotes discussion at a more
colloquial and informal level, as in to talk about something. The second connotes
discussion at a more formal level, in the form of negotiation and deliberation. In
either case, the form of speech here named is speech addressed to another, speech
that asks for a response and speech as mutual discourse on a particular topic. The
verbal conjugation of mashō – the ‘let us’ of let’s talk, let’s discuss – further
emphasizes the modality of this figure. This is speech pleading for further speech,
and specifically the speech of the other. It is speech in search of an interlocutor. In
this manner, the untitled work offers a speech holding out for a speech to come.
That speech does not come. The remaining seven panels and sixteen speech
balloons are all blank (Fig. 7). The reason that speech does not come is to
be found within the first panel and first speech balloon following this plea for
speech. A suit stands before a student body refusing the calls to interlocution.
The many balloons preceding this page seemed not so much mute or silent as just
plain blank. Repeated as a design motif and occasionally appended to things like
sheet music and golf clubs that are inanimate and unable to exhale or vocalize,
Sasaki emphasizes the formal qualities of the speech balloon over its conventional
semiotic qualities. But, once juxtaposed with linguistic signs, the blank fills with
a meaningful emptiness. At the moment it introduces text, the untitled work of
1968 submits the speech balloon to a standard economy of expression: the speech
balloon is a frame for vocal utterances, performed by the figure at the end of
the balloon’s tail. But the surface is broken only once in the untitled work, only
here, and then only to suggest that speech and writing are corrupt and untenable.
Speaking will get you nowhere. Nor will writing, its representational vehicle in
this case. Writing as a space for the representation of rational spoken discourse –
this type of writing has no viable life in Sasaki Maki’s practice.
One month later, in January 1969, Sasaki published, again in Garo, ‘The
Vietnam debate’ (Betonamu tōron), a twenty-page work that develops the formal strategies of the untitled work and its suspicions regarding verbal discourse
(Sasaki 1969) (Figs 8–11). What was previously figured through absence – the
communicative incapacity of speech – is now figured through dissolution. In ‘The
Vietnam debate’, linguistic signs proliferate. Nearly all of its speech balloons are
filled with discrete legible type arranged in the standard vertical orientation of
written Japanese. However, it is clear that these texts are not to be subsumed under the standard economy of representation in manga, that is, the representation
of embodied speech. Thus, without a firm basis in verbal discourse, the titular
reference to agonistic discourse and discussion must be regarded with suspicion.
‘Debate’ turns out to be an ironic heading for the textual operations that follow.
In the first panel of ‘The Vietnam debate’, the speech balloon to the top right
reads: ‘HISTORY HUMILIATION GUN WHIP CLOTHES RESISTANCE FOLK SORROW
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Figure 8 Sasaki Maki, ‘Betonamu tōron’ (‘The Vietnam debate’), Garo 55 (January 1969): 198.
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Figure 9 Sasaki Maki, ‘Betonamu tōron’ (‘The Vietnam debate’), Garo 55 (January 1969): 202.
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(Sasaki 1969: 198) (Fig. 8). This kind of
concatenation of nouns is found throughout ‘The Vietnam debate’. Often they
suggest adjectival-noun groupings. Moving to the next speech balloon: ‘CRUEL
SOLDIER BLOOD HARDSHIP SOUTH VIETNAM’. According to the author, the entirety of the text was taken from contemporary books on the Vietnam War, though
he does not remember which in particular.4 Sasaki’s specific logic of appropriation turns articulate discourse into a word heap. He has favored words in kanji.
Certain elementary constructions are thus out: the copula, the conjunction and
verb conjugation, all of which require the syllabaries. An exception to this rule is
made for words that cannot be rendered in kanji without obscuring their meaning:
words of European and American origin for the most part. In a couple of panels,
Sasaki also employs kana for the representation of song. The effect is ironic: lyric
lightens names otherwise weighted with heavy political association. Pronouns are
also eliminated despite their standard rendering in kanji. Subject positions are
thus indeterminate. Address and implication are likewise confounded. Of course,
each of these word heaps is appended to a drawn figure, ostensibly its enunciator.
But in reading through the manga it quickly becomes clear that talking head and
word chain have been linked at random. It is never clear who said what about
whom or to whom.
Nonetheless, ‘The Vietnam debate’ is not without sense. Sequence and adjacency create associations. Associations provide the basic contours of a discourse.
In the main, the Vietnam debate as it is presented in ‘The Vietnam debate’ is
the Anpo debate in the age of the Vietnam War. It spans the various political and
moral issues that confronted Japan with the commencement of full-scale hostilities
between Vietnam and the United States. As host to the largest American military
bases in Asia – bases that served as way station and launching pad for soldiers,
subs, bombers, guns and napalm to Indochina – the conflict tasked Japanese national sovereignty and compromised both constitutional and civic principles of
disarmament and pacifism. To detail the issues would take paragraphs. A citation
should give a basic sense:
ATAMI TOKYO YOKOSUKA OKII / JUNGLE SHOES HELMET CEMENT JET HELICOPTER / GENOCIDE GENOCIDE / HOMICIDE DIRTY HAND DEATH MERCHANT /
TANK REPAIR DANGER TREATMENT PROCUREMENT / EAST YOKOSUKA WEST
SASEBO PACIFIC OCEAN UNIFIED MILITARY COMMAND ADVANCED STRATEGY
BASE

(Sasaki 1969: 203)
Also evoked is the specter of Japanese empire, as if to suggest links between colonial violence present and past, and to insinuate that Japanese complicity with the
American war in Indochina constitutes a reneging on postwar promises of conciliation and cooperation with a continent that Japan had savaged during its modern
age of empire. ‘The Vietnam debate’ narrates decades leading to the present as
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a history of past and pending atrocity, capitalist exploitation, reactionary state
power and democracy gone wrong:
WORLD NUCLEAR FUSION WAR EVASION HUMANITY YEARNING PEACE /
THOUGHT ONCE JAPANESE IMPERIAL MILITARY NANJING PEOPLE THREEHUNDRED-THOUSAND MASSACRE CITIZENS REJOICE / NANJING MASSACRE
PAPER LANTERN PROCESSION GREATER EAST ASIAN CO-PROSPERITY SPHERE
BANZAI / ATOMIC BOMB DEFEAT OCCUPATION FORCES PEACE CONSTITUTION
SUDDEN REACTION REVERSE COURSE / EMOTIONAL WAR VICTIM EXPERIENCE /
CAPITALISM POWER REVIVAL PEOPLE OPRRESSION PEACE TREATY / BASE SPONSORSHIP HOMICIDE REQUEST ECONOMIC PROSPERITY EXIT ENTER FREEDOM
AMERICAN SOLDIER R&R WASH BLOOD COOPERATION COMPULSION.
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The accompanying images provide false identities for enunciating subjects.
Mass media celebrities would not have spoken on these matters. The real subject
of enunciation, however, might be assumed. As with most other social movements
globally at the time, student protest in late-1960s Japan stood upon a firm anti-war
and anti-imperialist platform. In more than one instance student groups spearheaded demonstrations against American military presence in Japan and collusion
between the American and Japanese military industrial complex. Their numerous
texts and tracts are articulate on the subject of the Vietnam War, although often
cast in the terms of a Marxist-Leninist analysis that are rare in ‘The Vietnam
debate’. To whomsoever this discourse belonged, what is most important is the
nature of its representation. The building blocks of language have fallen from
grammar and lay strewn. The mortar of conjunction and conjugation has disappeared. The foundation of subject positions has been withdrawn. Collapse, however, is recent, for the words are recognizable and sit as if just fallen, still adjacent
to the elements they neighbored in the original structure. The discourse can be
made out. It is familiar, for it is contemporary, and so its original structure can be
assumed. It is not yet in ruins. Linguistic architecture has failed too recently. What
the ‘The Vietnam debate’ figures instead is a world of signification in entropy.
Sasaki makes it clear that this is, for him, a matter specifically of the spoken
word. After all, the word chains are situated within speech balloons. This is
reinforced by a figure of reflexivity that appears toward the end of the manga
(Sasaki 1969: 212) (Fig. 10). The relevant panel features two beaming white
hippies. Into the speech balloon has been traced the text ‘fukidasu mono ni kibi’ –
the last word is cut short, but it can easily be inferred to be the word ‘kibishii’, to
be strict or rigorous, to be hard on something. ‘Fukidasu mono’, the first part of the
phrase, could be understood as ‘things that are exhaled’. But given that ‘fukidashi’
(an alternative reading of the first two characters) is standard Japanese for speech
balloon and the context of its inscription here – a manga of experimentation with
the speech balloon and its contents – there can be little doubt about the intended
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Figure 10 Sasaki Maki, ‘Betonamu tōron’ (‘The Vietnam debate’), Garo 55 (January 1969): 212.
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referent. Put together, the text thus reads: ‘being hard on the speech balloon’. As
in the untitled work, Sasaki creates here a critical figure of speech about speech.
What this figure also suggests is that imperialism and the Cold War are not the
main subjects of the manga. In fact, it recommends an extreme conclusion: the
contents of the speech balloon do not matter. It is simply fill, the hottest topics
of the day dropped into, what were one month earlier, blank spaces, ready for
text, any sort of text. And one year later, with ‘The dog goes’, Sasaki made
explicit what is nascent here: that the frame of speech itself, the pure possibility of
utterance, is nansensu regardless of who speaks and what is said. This makes for
quite a problematic statement in the case of the ‘The Vietnam debate’. After all,
an anti-war platform was common to all dissenting groups in latter 1960s Japan.
Sasaki presents the discourse of that political platform as if it has no foundation
in articulate language. This amounts to a supremely anti-political gesture: the
declaration that contemporary political culture in general is nansensu.
If there were any doubts about the gravity of the situation, the final page of ‘The
Vietnam debate’ should put them to rest. The work ends with a face beaming,
pushing out a fat steak of a tongue, as if squealing some sonorous gut substance
(Sasaki 1969: 216) (Fig. 11). The face belongs to Sakagami Jirō, one half of a
comedy duo whose sketches made up various popular televised programs known
collectively as Conte #55 (Konto 55-gō). A critical reflection on the capacities
and fate of speech is thus framed as a comic sketch. The untitled work ended
in a similar manner, with four smiling laughing heads following the plea and
refusal of inter-subjective communication. In both cases, critical reflections on
the capacities of speech are provided a laugh track. The crisis of speech circa
1970, both last pages state, is a joke. ‘The Vietnam debate’ frames this as a
national matter: the beams of a rising sun radiate from Sakagami’s head. In the
place of the prime symbol of the Japanese nation, particularly in its aspirations
to eternal and inviolable mythic power, there stands a face of comic derision.
A populace speaking nansensu, the manga seems to suggest, compose a comic
nation. This nation flies a flag. Upon it, a blazing yahoo. Who vocalizes with
his tongue out. Who chooses to demonstrate an organ of verbal articulation for
laughs, rather than keep it in and use it for speech. Disenchantment with the word
has forced the talking head to gag.
Sasaki Maki manga is one thing. Isolated, its cynicism seems a luxury, the
predictable result of cultural practice removed from the urgencies of politics on the
campus and in the street. However, circa 1970, segments of the student movement
also took to parodying the political, their own political efforts, including the
manner in which those efforts manifested within matters of verbal exchange.
Against increasing police violence and further legislation restricting assembly and
demonstration, contesting authority and the status quo was increasingly regarded
a lost cause. The Japanese counterculture as a whole entered an age of cynicism
from which it would not re-emerge. In this context, Sasaki’s ‘comics’ appear more
fellow traveler than snide bystander. But they are a bit early in their cynicism, even
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Figure 11 Sasaki Maki, ‘Betonamu tōron’ (‘The Vietnam debate’), Garo 55 (January 1969): 216.
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if only by a couple of months. Though published in the winter of 1968–9, typical
lags in publishing schedules mean they were created in the weeks or months just
prior – significantly, before the 1969 New Year and the fall of the Tokyo University
barricades, regarded as the last formidable stand of the campus struggle and a
turning point in Japanese political culture. Given this chronology, Sasaki manga
appears as a kind of portent. In defeat and frustration, oppositional politics would
soon take up a comparable kind of cynicism. I do not mean to suggest that manga
served as a model that segments of the student movement came to emulate,
although it is true that circa 1970 some appropriated manga – Akatsuka Fujio’s
‘gag’ manga, for example, and the wildly popular boxing manga Ashita no Jō –
to represent their disillusionment publicly. Instead, what is at work is a process
of compensation. Political engagement had provided those who dissented with a
sense of hope, power and common purpose. The greater force of the state rent
this community apart, to a degree great enough to disillusion the former partisan,
not just with particular means but with the political itself. In this moment, the
comic offers something: a prophylactic sense of humor. Cynical laughter protects
the disillusioned from deepening resentment.
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Notes
1. On Garo manga in this period, see Holmberg (2007).
2. The repercussions of these events upon political thought can be traced in a number of books
published soon after the events. See, for example, Haniya et al. (1966), Hidaka (1960) and
Packard (1966). A good overview of shifts in thinking regarding political subjectivity during and
after Anpo 60 can be found in Sasaki-Uemura (2001: esp. chs 2, 6).
3. Takahashi’s account was sympathetic to the plight of the students, though not written by one of
their own. The text covers events at Kyoto University and was initially serialized in the journal
Bungei in the summer of 1969. On events at Tokyo University, see Yamamato (1969: passim, esp.
72–3). Yamamoto was, at the time, a graduate student in nuclear physics at Tokyo University
and, as chair of Zenkyōtō, a leader of the radical student movement. For what it is worth, he
also seems to have been an avid reader of Garo, as mentioned in Sandē mainichi (1969: 130).
4. Details of production and reference in Sasaki Maki manga stem from conversations with the
author conducted during the winter of 2003–4 and written correspondence received between
2003 and 2004.
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